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METHOD OF MANAGING A CARD GAME, A
COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION THEREOF,
AND A CARD GAME KIT

kit are disclosed. Advantages of the improvements Will

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

appear from the draWings and the description of the preferred
embodiment.

In the draWings, Wherein like reference numerals refer to

1. Field of the Invention
The ?eld of the present invention is card games.

similar components:

2. Background

FIG. 1 is a ?owchart illustrating a process for managing a
card game;
FIG. 2 schematically illustrates a computer netWork over
Which a card game may be played; and
FIG. 3 illustrates a card game kit.

Numerous card games are knoWn in the art, many of Which

are played With multiple players in competition against one
another. In these various games, one or more decks of playing

cards are shuf?ed and dealt to the players. Each player plays
using the cards that are randomly dealt to each respective
player. The outcome of such games is not determined by luck

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

alone, but also involves an element of skill on the part of the

players. For example, card games such as bridge, poker,
pinochle, and other such games are generally recogniZed as

Turning in detail to the draWings, FIG. 1 is a ?owchart

involving both luck and skill in competitive game play. While

shoWing a process for managing a card game. Initially, one or
more cards are dealt 11 to each player in a ?rst round of the

some of these games have been around for many years in their

20

game. The cards may be of any type, but for simplicity, the
remainder of the description beloW refers to a standard deck

current form, neW games, and even neW variations on old

games, are alWays needed as players’ skills and tastes change

of playing cards of the type commonly used in the various

over time.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

25

incarnations of poker. The number of cards dealt to each
player in the ?rst round may vary from one to many, With the

number generally depending upon other game rules agreed to
by the players. For example, the players may agree to play the

The present invention is directed toWard a method of man
aging a card game, a computer implementation thereof, and a

card game in a manner similar to one of the poker games “5

a plurality of players, With each player receiving one or more

Card Stud” or “Texas Hold ’Em”, in Which case each player is
dealt tWo cards in the ?rst round. The remainder of the game
may be played in a manner substantially similar to either of

cards in each round. The values and suits of the cards dealt in

the aforementioned card games, but including the additional

each round is recorded. The recorded values and suits are
revealed to the players during one or more of the rounds so
that the players may either Wager or WithdraW from the game.
Preferably, When the values and suits of the cards are
revealed, they are revealed in a manner Which is not indicative

35

recordation and revelation 13 of dealt cards as described
beloW.
After the ?rst round of cards have been dealt 11, the dealer
records and reveals 13 the values and suits of all cards dealt in
the ?rst round to each player. The cards are preferably
revealed to the players in an order that is not indicative of the

40

revealed in order of value, in order of suit, or in any other

card game kit. In the method, a plurality of cards, each bearing
a designated value and suit, are dealt in one or more rounds to 30

of the cards dealt to each player.
In the computer-implemented method, an electronic card
game interface is served to a plurality of players. The inter

cards held by each player. For example, the dealt cards may be
order Which is not related to the order in Which the cards Were

face may be served to at least one of the players using a
netWork. In one or more rounds of play, a plurality of simu
lated cards from a simulated deck of cards are allocated to the

players Within a computer memory. Each player receives one
or more of the simulated cards in each round, and each simu
lated card is assigned a designated value and suit. During one
or more of the rounds, the values and suits assigned to the
allocated simulated cards is revealed to the players so that the
players may either Wager or WithdraW from the game.

The card game kit comprises a plurality of playing cards,
each bearing a designated value and suit, and instructions
Which include rules to a card game. The rules describe playing
the card game as a series of steps. Initially, a ?rst round of
cards is dealt, With each player receiving one or more cards.
The values and suits of the cards dealt in the ?rst round are
recorded. The recorded values and suits are revealed to the
players so that the players may either Wager or WithdraW from
the game. One or more sub sequent rounds are dealt, With each
non-Withdrawing player receiving one or more cards in each

subsequent round. The values and suits of the cards dealt in
each subsequent round is recorded and revealed to the players
so that the non-Withdrawing players may either Wager or
WithdraW from the game during each sub sequent round.
Game play continues until one of the players is determined to
be the Winner.
Accordingly, an improved method of managing a card
game, a computer implementation thereof, and a card game

45

dealt. The players are then permitted to place a Wager in the
round or fold 15 and WithdraW from the game. Alternatively,
in any round, the values and suits of the cards dealt may be
revealed to the players after the players decide to place a
Wager or WithdraW. Where the card game proceeds in a man

ner similar to a poker game, the Wagering and folding options
for players may also proceed according to the rules of the
50

particular poker game. Alternatively, the players may set their
oWn rules for Wagering and folding during any particular
round.

FolloWing Wagering in the ?rst round, if one of the players
is determined to be the Winner 19, then the accumulated
Wagers are aWarded 21 to the Winner. If there is no Winner
55

after the ?rst round, game play proceeds to successive rounds
Which are played in a manner similar to game play in the ?rst
round, until one of the players Wins and is aWarded the accu
mulated Wagers.

60

Several variations are possible during game play. For
example, the values and suits of the cards dealt need not be

revealed folloWing dealing in the ?rst round, but instead may
be revealed during any one or more of the subsequent rounds.
The method of managing a card game described above may

be implemented using a single computer, or using multiple
65 computers connected over a local area netWork or a Wide area

netWork. The single computer con?guration is best suited for
use by a single human player Who plays against one or more

US 7,744,464 B2
3
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computer-generated player representations, i.e., simulated

4. The method of claim 1, Wherein revealing the values and
suits assigned to the allocated simulated cards includes

players, although a single computer, multi-human player con
?guration is possible. FIG. 2 shoWs a multiple computer

revealing the assigned values and suits during each round.

con?guration Which includes a host computer 25 Which runs
processes using a memory 27 for the simulated game. The

5. The method of claim 1, Wherein revealing the values and
suits assigned to the allocated simulated cards includes

players interact With the host computer 25 through other

revealing the assigned values and suits before the players do

computers 29, 31 connected to the host computer 25 over a

one of Wager or WithdraW from the game.

netWork 33. Each of the player computers 29, 31 includes a
player interface 35, 37 for displaying the card game to each

6. The method of claim 1, Wherein revealing the values and
suits assigned to the allocated simulated cards includes
revealing the assigned values and suits on a computer display.
7. The method of claim 1, Wherein at least one of the

respective human player. Optionally, the host computer may
also include a player interface for used by one of the players.
Each of the netWorked computers includes an input device

players comprises a computer-generated player representa

(not shoWn), e. g., keyboard, mouse, touch-screen display, and
the like, Which alloWs the player to interact With the processes

tion.
8. A computer-implemented method for playing a card

of the simulated game.

game, the method comprising:

In the computer implemented card game, the simulated

serving an electronic card game interface to a plurality of

players;

game processes allocate simulated cards from a simulated

deck to each of the players according to the rules of the card
game as discussed above in connection With FIG. 1. The
simulated deck is preferably a representation of a standard

allocating, in one or more rounds, a plurality of simulated
cards from a simulated deck of cards to the plurality of
20

players in a computer memory, Wherein each player

deck of playing cards for poker, although any suitable simu

receives one or more of the simulated cards in each

lated deck of cards may be used. Through each successive
round of the simulated card game, the players interact With

round, and each simulated card is assigned a designated
value and suit; and

the simulated game processes to place Wagers or WithdraW
from the game as desired, until one of the players Wins and is
aWarded the accumulated Wagers.
FIG. 3 shoWs a card game kit 39 Which includes a deck of

25

the allocated simulated cards, said order being not

cards 41 and instructions 43. The deck of cards 41 is prefer

indicative of Which cards are allocated to each player, to
enable the players to do one of Wager or WithdraW from

ably a standard deck of playing cards for poker, although any
suitable deck of cards may be used. The instructions 43 pro
vide the rules of game play as discussed above in connection
With FIG. 1.
Thus, a method of managing a card game, a computer
implementation thereof, and a card game kit are disclosed.
While embodiments of this invention have been shoWn and
described, it Will be apparent to those skilled in the art that
many more modi?cations are possible Without departing

30

card game interface to the plurality of players includes sewing
35

40

12. The method of claim 8, Wherein revealing the values
and suits assigned to the allocated simulated cards includes

revealing the assigned values and suits before the players do
45

players in a computer memory, Wherein each player
receives one or more of the simulated cards in each
50

game, the method comprising:
in a game involving at least tWo players, serving an elec
55

tive of Which cards are allocated to each player, to enable
the players to do one of Wager or WithdraW from the

client assigned to a player;

a computer memory, Wherein each of the player hands is
60

allocated one or more of the simulated cards in each

round, and each simulated card has a de?nite value and

computer memory being operatively connected to the net

revealing the assigned values and suits also in order of suit of
each simulated card.

tronic card game interface from a server to at least one

allocating, in one or more rounds, a plurality of simulated
cards from a simulated deck of cards to player hands in

ing the interface to at least one player over a netWork, the

Work.
3. The method of claim 1, Wherein revealing the values and
suits assigned to the allocated simulated cards includes

players comprises a computer-generated player representa
tion.
15. A computer-implemented method for playing a card

revealing to the players, during one or more of the rounds,
the values and suits assigned to all of the allocated simu
lated cards, in order of the values assigned to each of the

game during each round.
2. The method of claim 1, Wherein serving the electronic
card game interface to the plurality of players includes serv

one of Wager or WithdraW from the game.

13. The method of claim 8, Wherein revealing the values
and suits assigned to the allocated simulated cards includes
revealing the assigned values and suits on a computer display.
14. The method of claim 8, Wherein at least one of the

allocating, in one or more rounds, a plurality of simulated
cards from a simulated deck of cards to the plurality of

allocated simulated cards, said order being not indica

of each simulated card.
11. The method of claim 8, Wherein revealing the values
and suits assigned to the allocated simulated cards includes

revealing the assigned values and suits during each round.

serving an electronic card game interface to a plurality of

round, and each simulated card is assigned a designated
value and suit; and

puter memory being operatively connected to the netWork.
10. The method of claim 8, Wherein revealing the values
and suits assigned to the allocated simulated cards includes
revealing the assigned values and suits also in order of value

game, the method comprising:

players;

the game during each round.
9. The method of claim 8, Wherein serving the electronic
the interface to at least one player over a netWork, the com

from the inventive concepts herein. The invention, therefore,
is not to be restricted except in the spirit of the folloWing
claims.
What is claimed is:
1. A computer-implemented method for playing a card

revealing to the players, during one or more of the rounds,
the values and suits assigned to all of the simulated cards
allocated to the players, in order of the suits assigned to

suit; and
65

providing, during one or more of the rounds, the values and
suits assigned to all of the allocated simulated cards to
the at least one client for revealing to the player in an
order that is not related to any order in Which the simu
lated cards are allocated to the player hands during the

US 7,744,464 B2
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Which cards are allocated to each of the player hands, to

18. The method of claim 15, Wherein revealing the values
and suits assigned to the allocated simulated cards includes

enable the at least tWo players to do one of Wager or

revealing the assigned values and suits during each round.

one or more of the rounds and that is not indicative of

WithdraW from the game after the values and suits
assigned to all of the allocated simulated cards are
revealed.

16. The method of claim 15, Wherein revealing the values
and suits assigned to the allocated simulated cards comprises
revealing the assigned values and suits in order of value of
each simulated card.
17. The method of claim 15, Wherein revealing the values
and suits assigned to the allocated simulated cards comprises
revealing the assigned values and suits in order of suit of each
simulated card.

19. The method of claim 15, Wherein revealing the values
and suits assigned to the allocated simulated cards includes
revealing the assigned values and suits before any of the at
least tWo players do one of Wager or WithdraW from the game.

20. The method of claim 15, Wherein at least one of the at

least tWo players comprises a computer-generated player rep
resentation.
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